
Tefila 101- -

Lesson 6-When  Was Composed-The Traditional View

Source 1

Translation: When was Shemona Esrei composed? We learned: Shimon HaPikuli put into order 18
Brachot before Rabban Gamliel in Yavneh. Rav Yochonon asked: Did we not learn in another place that
120 elders and among them several prophets composed the 18 Brachot in order. And if 120 elders and
among them several prophets composed the 18 Brachot in order then what did Shimon HaPikuli put into
order. The 18 Brachot were forgotten. Therefore Shimon HaPikuli had to organize them once again.

Source 2

Translation: When we search deeper into what is written about Shemona Esrei in order to find the truth,
we discover that it was a long standing practice within Judaism from the time that Jews became a nation to
pray three times a day but not the exact Shemona Esrei that we recite today. Instead each person would
recite what he felt in his heart; what his body and soul would want to express. That was the practice until
the Jews returned to Israel after their exile to Babylonia at the time of the Great Assembly which then
composed the Brachot; the Tephilot, the Kedushot and the Havdalot. They also composed 18 individual
Brachot to act as the Tefila which could be recited by anyone who wanted to recite the prayers with words 
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that were appropriate and refined. But the initial purpose in composing these 18 Brachot was not to
establish a fixed text for everyone. From the beginning the 18 Brachot were composed for those who were not
fluent in the language and who could not organize their prayers on their own in an appropriate manner.
Over time, circumstances led to there being peace in Israel. In the time of the Hashmonaim, the Jews lived
comfortably and discontinued the practice to recite certain Brachot. In particular, they discontinued reciting
the Brachot that spoke of breaking the yoke of Exile like R’Aiy B’Onyainu; Hashiva Shoftainu and
similar ones. Little by little the number of Brachot that were being recited dwindled until none of the
Brachot were recited and they were forgotten. The Beit Din of Rabban Gamliel in Yavneh, 12 years after
the destruction of the Beit Hamikdash had to re-compose the Shemona Esrei. They added one more
Bracha in opposition to the Heretics. The prayer then became a prayer of 19 Brachot.  They did not change
the name of the prayer because they wanted the name to be the same as it was when it was originally named
by the men of the Great Assembly. This prayer as it was established by the Beit Din of Rabban Gamliel
was accepted by all of Judaism to be recited in accordance with its text. It became a rule that was never to be
changed.

Source 3

Translation: 4. After the Jews were forced into exile by Nebechednezzer the evil one (destruction of first
Temple), Jews mingled with the Persians and Greeks and other nations and they gave birth to children in
the Nations of the non-Jews. These children found that their spoken language was a combination of many
spoken languages. When they would speak, they could not express their whole thought in one language
except as a mixture of languages as we learn in Nehemia chapter 13 verse 24: and their children speak
half Ashdodite and they did not know how to speak Hebrew. They speak the language of each nation.
Therefore when one of them wished to pray he ran short of Hebrew words with which to ask his needs or to
praise G-d in Hebrew and ended up mixing words from other languages. When Ezra and his court noticed
this issue, they authored the 18 blessings (shemona esrei) in order; the first three blessings that contain
praise of G-d; the last three blessings that contain thanks to G-d; and the middle ones that contain requests
for personal and communal needs. By establishing the text of the blessings, everyone said the blessings in the
same order. As a result, they will study the blessings. The prayers of those who might stammer becomes 
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a complete prayer like the prayer of those who have a strong command of the Hebrew language. And for this
reason, they authored all the blessings and prayers so that the blessings and the prayers would be the same
text for all so that each blessing would be said correctly even by those who stammer.

Source 4

Translation: We learned that Rabbi Yosi said: Our forefathers established the three daily prayers. Rabbi
Yehoshua said: The three daily prayers were established to correspond with the daily sacrifices. . . This is
what the source that supports Rabbi Yossi states: Abraham established the morning prayer as it is written:
Abraham arose in the morning to the place upon which he stood. The word “standing” in that verse means
pray as it is written in another source: And Pinchas stood and prayed. Isaac established the afternoon
prayer as it is written: And Isaac went out to speak in the field before dark. The word “speak” in that
verse means pray as we learned elsewhere: A prayer for a poor person when he wraps himself and in
front of G-d he spills out his words. Jacob established the night prayer as it is written: And he encountered
a place and slept there. Encountering a place is a synonym for prayer, as it is written: and you shall not
pray for that nation and you shall not lift up cry nor prayer and do not encounter me.

Source 5

Translation: Mishna-Rabban Gamliel said: every day a man should say the eighteen benedictions. Rabbi
Joshua says: a prayer that is an abbreviated version of the eighteen benedictions. Rabbi Akiva says: if he
knows the eighteen benedictions fluently he says the original eighteen, and if not then an abbreviated version 
of the eighteen benedictions. 

Source 6
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Translation:  The traditional explanation given to the Mishna in the Maseches Brachos  is that we are
viewing a disagreement about the form of Shemona Esrei that is familiar to us.  However, if we examine
closely the essence of the disagreement, it is clear that all agreed that this prayer was to consist of eighteen
themes or Brachos.  This means that there was a disagreement as to the structure of the prayer but there was
no disagreement on what themes should be covered.  From this disagreement we can conclude that before
Shemona Esrei was given a fixed text, it was a prayer that required the mention of eighteen themes that
needed to be said each day.  This is similar to the requirement we find that a person should recite the three
identity Brachos each day. Similarly, there was a long tradition that a person needs to recite eighteen
Brachos each day.  What is the difference between these views?

Translation: During the period of the Mishna and the Talmud, it was prohibited, according to our Sages,
to put in writing the Tefilos and Brachos.  It is clear that the Shaliach Tzibbur would recite the Tefilos
from memory.  It is not surprising that on occasion the Shaliach Tzibbur would err and forget to include
part of the Tefilos as we see in Yerushalmi Maseches Brachos Chapter 5, Halacha 3:  Even if a prayer
leader omitted two or three Brachos, We do not make him return and recite them. Therefore, when the rule
was established that a person recite 18 Brachos each day, the text of the Brachos had not yet been formed
and the main concern was that a person recite 18 Brachos, specifically 18 Brachos.  As a result those
present in synagogue would count the number of Brachos the prayer leader recited so that he not recite more
than 18 nor less than 18.  Over the course of time, the text of the Brachos was established so that not only
the number of Brachos was important but the order and the content of the Brachos mattered as well until
such time as content prevailed over form and those present stopped counting Brachos.

Translation: Concerning the period from when R. Mayer established the rule that a person should recite
100 Brachos each day until the actual wording of those Brachos was fixed, we cannot conclude that the
generation of R. Mayer did not know the content or order of those Brachos.  Perhaps the Brachos were
known but the concern was not with their wording or form or they did not pay much attention to the
wording.  Be that as it may, from the time that R. Mayer established the rule that we must 100 Brachos
until they were actually composed much time had passed.  
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Translation: It would appear that a similar path was followed in the development of Shemona Esrei.
Initially, the Halacha was set that 18 Brachos must be said just as others established that the three identity
Brachos should be said every day.  The content of the 18 Brachos of Shemona Esrei were not specifically set
and the main emphasis of those who established the rule was on the number 18.  So important was the
number that it too took on a significance as much as the prayer itself  in that the number did not deviate
from the framework of 18 and did not allow the number to increase to 19.  At that time, the number was
more important than the content.  Only hundreds of years later did those Brachos take on a fixed shape by
the Sages; first their themes and then their wording.  Not all the Brachos were defined at first and just as
there were many versions of the text, there were also completely different types of 18 Brachos.  That is why
the Gemara tells us that Shimon Ha’Pikuli put the 18 Brachos in order before Rabban Gamliel at
Yavneh.  In other words, there was an attempt to establish in detail the Brachos and their order so that no
person recites the Bracha of Boneh Yerushalayim before reciting the Bracha of Selicha or that a person recite
an unnecessary Bracha like the Bracha of Selicha on Shabbos and the Brachos on learning Torah within
Shemona Esrei.  In this manner the Brachos were established, their themes and order but their final
wording did not stabilize until hundreds of years later.
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